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PERSONAL INFORMATION
E D U C AT I O N
2021

MUIDS (Mahidol University International Demonstration School)
Achieving Elective :
Advertising & Architectural Design(2020)
Psychology(2021)

2019

SKIP (Satit Kaset International Program)
Primary Education & Secondary Education Grade 1-10

2009

SBS (Satit Bilingual School of Rangsit University)
Kindergarten

HOBBIES

ACTIVITIES
Band Competitions
Bass Guitar & Vocal
Sport Competitions
Badminton, Table Tennis, Track and Fields

Travel
Badminton
Table Tennis
Paint & Draw
Photography
Food Tasting

Singing for Charity
Bass Guitar & Vocals

PAPHADA KOOL H I R A N

PORTFOLIO CONTENT

PRIMM Y

Landscape and Architecture

Plantation

Creatures

Address : 913 Charansanidwong 46,
Charansanidwong Rd, Bangyikhan,
Bangphlat, Bangkok 10700
Email : paphadaprv@gmail.com
Tel :+66 98 145 3994

Gastronomy

Language and Font

Phenomenon Attraction

The process of creating this world,
including physics and shelters

Basic structure of a meal
according to the gravity

Technique of desalination
used to grow plants

Form and shape of
language in the world

Physical features, survival
skill of animals and arena

Tourist guide and fascinating
places that can be visited

“Whole World”
Digital Collage

Hours per day
11 hours

Energy source
Lightning

Population
28.2 billion

Water percentage
65 %

Gravity
2
2.8 m/s

Orbital Period
29 years

Size
Radius of 58,232 km

Temperature range
-15 c to 25 c

This is the beginning of my portfolio. The collage depicts the things that I’m interested in. All of the following is just
my imaginary world, but for this portfolio, I will make this world becomes reality. Physics will be supported in order
to create a planet of spectacle.

Inspiration
Phenomenons
Saturn ring
Diving
Ocean
Maldives
Aurora
Alien
Planets
Galaxy

Imagine the ocean floats up in the sky, Imagine that phenomenon happens all the time, imagine how fascinating it would
be. The inspirations of this world are from activities that I have done and the places I have visited. I still remember the
feeling of peace and freedom when diving underneath the deep sea. What makes it more interesting is that there are so
many unknown creatures down there. I felt like there are no boundaries for one’s imagination when diving. All the
fascinating happens in this world. These are the foundation to define the whimsical physics of this world.

“The World of Underneath”
2480*5000 pixels
Digital Painting

PLANET’S
PHYSICS&ARCHITECTURE
Gravity = 2.8 m/s Wind = 30 km/h

1 cube
equals to
2 meters

Architecture description
This house is sophisticatedly designed to be functional for
the everyday living of every individuals in the world. It suited
the gravity of the planet. The form of this architecture is
made up of connective spheres and is surrounded by a
circular garden wall. The spheres are made of reinforced
fibre plastic and bulbous plastic.

Interior
This house is consisted with all together 7 rooms. 1
living room, 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, an indoor
theatre, 1 playroom, 1 fitness, and a panoramic room.

“House model”
Digital Drawing

“A re there
reasons why
this structure
was created? Is
it the condition
of weather s?”
With the unusual gravity in the world,
many limitation were reduced. This
structure wouldn’t survive an hour in the
real world. However, this structure would
make many benefits in this astounding
world. The structure was intentionally
designed to support the wind power, along
with gravity. To clarify, the structure is very
thin and narrow. Furthermore, this
structure also helps sustain the material
needed for the process of building any
architecture.

This structure is arrange to possibly fit the
plastic spheres on it.

Slim Column is magically suits this planet
because of low gravity.

When there is a tall free column, the structure needs to be
reinforced as. A double column to withstand the wind pressure.

Massive structure that holds enclosure is
Designed to withstand the wind pressure.

STRUCTURAL
MODEL
“Structure”
Photography & Photoshop

This model illustrates the
phenomenon when irradiates
toward the house

PHENOMENON
MODEL
Catatumbo Lightning - Lightning storm that occurs at Venezuela

classified as an atmospheric phenomenon.

Nacreous Clouds - A type of clouds that occurs in the winter when

the temperature is below the frosting point. In other words, under
zero degree Celsius.

Circumhorizontal Arc - A phenomenon formed by the refraction
of sunlight or moonlight to the tiny ice crystal.

Mammatus Clouds - It is mostly composed of ice and is similar to
the shape of a pouch hanging up in the sky.

Bioluminescence Shore - Living organism that glows or emitting
lights from its body in order to distract the predators.

Material: Foam
Medium: Acrylic paint

Aurora - A phenomenon that can be produced when the

magnetosphere is disturb with solar wind.

REFLECTION
“Phenomenon painting”
Acrylic painting, Photography,
Photoshop

NEW YORK

PARIS

DUBAI

IRVINE
By conducting a research, it turns
out that many cities all around the
world have different map structure.

Hospital
Police Station
Lawyer
School
Office
Utilities
Houses
Waste Dump
Farming

URBAN
MAP
The space for agriculture, in other
words, farming follows the city map of
New York according to the fact that it
is convenience to travel around.
Paris plan shows the divided
proportion of spaces very clearly. In
my point of view it suits the school
quite well. Children would be safe in
the area so it was chose to use as an
inspiration.
A circular city plan helps with emission
and the preservation of nature. Law
offices and police departments are
chose because, originally, it doesn’t
create pollution and it would make the
area even became more clean.
Irvine’s map plan is very easy on the
eyes so it was chose to be in some
parts of of the map. It loosen up the
stressful in the world.

“Urban map design”
Digital drawing and coloring

PLANTATION

INSPIRATION

AMOUNT OF WATER
Because the water run down from above, the
plant that grew on the upper part of the wall
would be smaller than the one underneath.

Finger Coral

Elkhorn Coral

Organpipe Coral

Great Star Coral

Branching Coral

“Extraordinary planting”
Digital drawing & coloring

GARDEN WALL
DESELINATION
1.
2.

Sea water passes through the tube.
The water got heated up to encourage
evaporation
3. A special magnet would attract the clean
water and pass it through the ring
4. This will result in fresh and clean useable
water
The wall is designed to be versatile.
People could climb up the wall and
use any space for plantation.
Moreover, there’s a ventilator hole
that the wind can pass through.

“Garden wall”
Digital drawing

CREATURES
NAME: Gorrim
SKILL: Their bones structure
are very strong and the
muscles are very ﬂexible.
They have sharp claws and
full strength for hunting
down preys.
NAME: Bladewing

LAND

A I R WATER

SKILL: Their wings are
designed to be long and wide
so they can glide with less
eﬀort and higher speed.
NAME: Voltaig
SKILL: They have very sharp
and powerful pincher to
catch preys. Their belly are
hard and strong to prevent
an attack from underneath.
They also have a special skill
that shock out electric.

“Creatures Design”
Water color & digital sketch

Voltaig
Vulzot

Telex

Razar
Each color defines the strength and
skill of the animals. Animal with the
same color stripes have the ability
to hunt each other down.

Illuth

SPEED

Thornell

Eighter

Gorrim

Bladewing

AIR
Zevros
STRENGHT
Most——— Least

LAND

Sarodie
Duster

Nora

BODY SIZE
Smallest ——— Biggest

WATER

ARENA

This space was inspired from a game called ROV( Arena
of Valor). It was created as an arena for the creatures.

“Arena”
Digital sketch and coloring

GASTRONOMY
According to the gravity, some light ingredients will float.
The sketch below gives a great example of the pasta floating
when there’s less gravity. An object or particle will floats up
into the when the gravity is equal to zero.

There’s a reason why quinoa were planted in this planet. Since the
water ring is floating up in the sky, it is more difficult to grow plants
that consume a large amount of water than growing a plant that
needs less water. A research was conducted and it showed that less
water is needed in order to grow quinoa comparing to rice.

“Jamie Oliver” Digital
drawing and coloring
from YouTube

This plant uses only little amount to grow.

“Growing process”
Digital sketch & coloring

GASTRONOMY
Apart from its quality that can be consume instead of rice, quinoa, additionally,
can be transform into pasta by performing the steps below.

STEPS
1.
2.
3.

Put the seeds into a special box used for peeling
the quinoa skin
Shake the box so the skin come off
Pour the peeled quinoa out

These are the process of making quinoa rice
4.
5.
6.

Gather it and make a pile
Smash it, by hands or tools
Put it in the pasta machine

These processes creates pasta quinoa

“Rice’n Pasta process”
Digital sketch & coloring

PESTO SAUCE
Ingredients
Basil
Nuts
Garlic
Cheese

“488
grams”

ARRABBIATA SAUCE
Ingredients
Oil
Tomato
Onion
Seasoning

“520
grams”

“Think Ingredients”
Digital sketch & coloring

This photograph demonstrates why a thick sauce is needed.
The sauce help pull down the whole meal and resist the gravity.

Without the sauce the pasta would
float up into the air.

The sauce acts like a glue that
bale the ingredients together.

“Depiction of Gravity”
Digital sketch & coloring
& Photography

LANGUAGE

“The form of the language was inspired from the
physical shape of the creatures in this world”

“Alphabet and language ”
Digital sketching

TOURIST MAP

“Traveling map plan”
A3 paper
Water color & color pencil

TOURIST
BROCHURE
“Brochure”
Color pencil & Photography

